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Metacommunicative Development

Anne Van Kleeck and Robert Hopper
The University of Texas at Austin

As children learn language and pragmatics, they also learn

metacommunication. Researchers have long understood this to be

true in some way, but the understanding of terms such as metalin-

guistics and metacommunication has been so murky and primitive that

assessing its development has seemed impractical. The purpose

of the present essay is to lay out some conceptual boundaries and

distinctions about metacommunication that might be useful in

studying how children develop and use it.

We argue that research to date particularly supports exam

nation of, two aspects of metacommunication which we call meta-

linguistics and framing. This paper describes these two domains.

and provides some examples from the literature which give some

beginning insights into understanding how children develop each

of these sets of rdA18.

Metacommunication

The term metacommunication is commonly understood as "communi

cation: about communication," and its use frequeritly carries a

connotation of describing nonverbal behavior. Before using the

term herei several qualifiCations must be- introduced, since the

erms metacommunication and metalinguiStics,have beqn employed many

different ways in the past three decades. We begin with a synthesized

review of some uses of the Prefix "meta.1!
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The PrefiX"Meta

"Keta"-meanS <tbo-u t; bUtit also is listed in. Ran m House and

Webster's diction-tries as denOting beyond: along wi A e ide;

modifying', and .changed. in form;.Each of these seMi-synonymOus terms

picks up some th144.ad of the meta,-tapestry; Meta is a gooel.process
,

term; it never stands still for analysis; Meta- is the term

scholars use to explain that nearly every mesSage is more than it

seems to be,, ft vivid message; like a successful small group, is

more thanthe sum, of its parts% Part of the plus - factor is meta-

commdnication

Some accounts of metacommunication emphasie the importance 'of

nonverbal message element's (Birdwhistell; 1970); but much me

communicati'Onis verbal (e.g. "I asked you to say please;') Some

met .communication Seems difficult to trace to any signal or syllbolic

properties of messages - -it seems almost taken-for-granted (e.g.,

interpreting a remark as'd,joke even though it is delivered deadpan)-;

Since meta:communication is sometimes nonverbal; sometimes
rx

verbal, and sometimes taken-for-granted; one,Must be somewhat

abstract in defining. it. Here is our attempt:- messages that serve

a. primary function of making reference to or transforming themselves

or other messagesepnstitute metacommunication; To explicate this

somewhat cryptic definition; we review Heretwo kinds of communic ive
c ,

phenomena that s-how-meta.c.ommunicativevproperties;- The-first..tyPe
f ,

are metalinguistic messages; ;These are messages-14n whiph there is
d

temporary shittiln awareness /'17pm message content to(spfttect of
, .

the language used to cotie that content The aspect of 1guAge

focused upon may be either its meaning; the ilngui4tic form used to

-3-
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convey that meaning; or both; Framing is the skill of: tranSforming

one kind of event into another kind of event by logical typing

Examples include play and deception. Each of these aspects of meta-

communication is described below; first in terms of conceptual

definitiOn, then in terms of examples from research in child develop-7.

ment.

Metalinguistic MetacomMunication

In most ongoing discourse, language serves as a vehicle for the

transmission of thought. Messages acquire metalinguistic character

When so Me aspect of the language itself becomes instead' the object

or fet6S of thought. Normally; both listeners/and speakers are

attuned to the meaning oT a message; Neither partitalarly notices

specific linguistic elements until something unexpected occurs. Fbt

example, a particular word may be temporarily focused Upon because

it was incorrectly prodaced or because a punster has played with its"

meaning. In either c'ase, when this. occurs, there is a temporary

shiftjn focus from what is being said to certain aspects of the

language used to say it;

.Metalingui6tIc'skills involve a two step process. Initially,

all metalinguistic tasks involve focusing on linguistic form--that

is, some linguistic entity is isolated as target of focal aware-

ness. In some'cases, the linguisticelement does not have to be

at disembedded ,but is simply provided; as when a chil i presented

with a word _and asked to segment it into syllables. 0 ce the
*fi

element is either disembedded or provided, some kind of mental

manipulation is performed on that element. It is at this second



stage that metaiinguistic tasks differ. Some require reflection

'upon the meaning component of, the disembedded element while others
1

require some type of manipulation of-the linguistic form. Still

other tasks appear to require a manipulation of both form and

.meaning. The deveyjpment of metaiinguistic skills,can be oonlidered

in light of these different kinds of task demands and the re,-Tonse

strategi4ss children bring to each task:

Children's performance on mctalinguistic skills reflet,t their

cognitive reasoning abilities at different points in development

:(see Van Kleeek; 1980a; and In press for; further discussion of thiS

-_//point); Indirect support for this claim is available in the exist-
,

ing literature; if one makes the assumption that children up to-the

.age Of-six or sevehare in Piagee's preoperational stage of cogni-

tive development and those beyond that are in the concreteoperaional

stage

According to Piagetian theory;

preoperational children's thought is

major characteristic of

c ntration; Centration refers
-

to the child's tendency to concentrate or center on one aspect of a

situation at a time. Metalinguistic performance in the preopera-

tional stage directly reflects. the tendency to centrate; Gen ralIy;

preoperational children focus on the meaning of,messages: and ven

here are limited to cOnsidering only one meaning. Occassionally;

they may focus exclusively on linguistic form. The point is; the

child atthiNpoint i.n development cannot consider both fora and

meaning or even two meanings 'simultaneously. In such situations;

the child tends to interpret mean -ink; in a narrowly semantic way;
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b

The semantic bias otf the preoperational child is reflected by

A

inaccurate performance on two taskS WhiCh require form and not

'meaning manipulations:, On.wordrefereht differentiation tasks;

the preoperational child will Offer .a word such,as "train" when

asked to prot/de a long word (Berthoud-Papandropoulou; 1978):

Clearly: the word's meaning and net its linguistic form has been

the child's focus on this task. This focus on meaning is again

evidenced when children are asked to judge the grammaiicality of a

sentence: One child in a study by GleitMan and her colleagues

(GIeitman; GIeitman & Shipley, 1972) stated that the sentence "I am

eating dinner" was not acceptable -., The child then explained that
/-

he didn't like to eat dinner. JheHSuburbanitechildren in this

study also negated the gramMatital Accuracy of "The men wait for-

the bus" on the grounds that only children -wait for buses.

Because they can fettiS on only ov mslaning at a time; pre=

operational children alSO fail to appreciate linguistic ambiguity

that often occurs in humor. In a similar manner, they .demonstrate

awareness of only the physical meaning of dual-fun tion adjecKiyes

such as "sweet" "hard" (Asch & Nerlove, 1960). Preoperational
__

children do focus on form isolation when they engage in sound

play (e.g.; Weir; 1962) or when asked segment words, into

syllables (Fox & moth, 1975; piberma, Shankweiler;'Fischer; &

Carter; 1974) or sentences into words (Fox & Routh; 1975).

4 The limitation of the preopera7,ional child's -thought; in

terms of the tendency to centrate, is overcome with the transition

to the concrete operational stage which takes place at approximately
V -

six' or seven years of age. The concrete operational child can=de-

centrate; that is, hold in mind and relate more than one aspect of
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a. situation at a time. ',Because of this ariility, the concrete
_

operatiOnda child can simultanoPoiisly think abouk. language in :two
_

wayA; It can be both a'medium for conveying thought and an object

fc5r inS41JeCitiOn in its own right;
(-)

Therconcrete operational child (aged approximately 6 to Il

years) can as-such focus,g9T tqlejform'of.Ianguage while simultaneously

t-etaining its meaning; Thisallows.accurate performance on word-

referent task--and on grammaticality judgments; Two meanings can

also be fieldlin mind and related; The cdncrete.operationaI child

begins to 8110W evidence of appreciating linguistic ambiguity.humor

Fowles & Glanz,1977; Hirsh-Pasek,.Gleitman, & Gleitman, 1978)

and bOth meanings of dual function adjectives (Asch & Nerlove 196O)::

They cannot yet,-however, deal well witty figurative.language, in ,
_.-

Whith the etended meaningiis note conventional but newly created by
.-ci-

vp

being used in different domain's (Winner; Rosential, & Gardner, 1976);
44:

1
_ __

Skill in comprehending metaphorawa s the onset of Piaget's formal

operational stage, beginning at appfoximately eleven years of, age;

Metalinguistic skills which have more complex task demands
_ _ _

such as those requiring simultaneous form and meaning elanipulation's

take a correspondingly longer time for-the child to master; For

example, in the case of certain types of linguistic ambiguity such:

as morpheme boundary ambiguity; both form and sema.12,tic content

must be manipulated for resolution; Consider. the following riddle:

Question: Why is the man in the fish market stingy?^

Answer:; Because his job makes him sell fish;

The resolution involves manipuIatiopc of form-b.,y moving the morpheme

boundary and combining the two words "sell fish" to-t e mewing of '

4
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. "selfish:" Children do not begin to appreciate this. morpheme

-;(----'

boundary hUMOt until Around the sInth 1-ade or twelve yea of a.e.
,

In Summary, the metParr iingustic skills of
.

the p4operational

_,_ v :-"'----.,
,

,,-

,

. .

and concrete operational child appeal. t have herthin predictable

charatteristics which can be attributed to the more general itea=

_

Sbning skills they bring theSe eaSks. Most not*ply, t e tran-
(

Sition fromithe tendency

fo'the ability to decentcate'i*..the concrete' operational is

Icentrale in the_prewetational. stage

reflected in metalinguistic qtformance. Vi,ith the emergence of

lthis.ability to consider more than one ect of situatt at

I _

A time, concrete operational Childten can likewise considgr, relate,
id

and manipulate more than one aspect of the linguistic coce simul-

taneously.

Framing: TransformaelionThteUgh Levels of Absplaetion_

/:MetacomMunication research probably begaij when Gregory Bate-
..--

Sen_(1954) observed that,zoo animals frequent .y engage in play

behavior' that is seemingly modeled on combat. fact this species

of behavior appears to be mock -play combat. The humans observer
c

cannot tell immediately which acts are pp.ayful and which are war-

like; but the animals rarely appeapfused about this Aistinc-

tiOn. Bateson asks in this COntexti_what is the nature Of the

-
message 'tthislis play?" The animals must share some form of this

tj
ie sage in order. for them to coordinateplayful behavior and know

that they are not really fighting. But where is the message? It

is SOMOWhete in "meta"--along-With and yet within. the message.

The message "this is play" also involves some change, or
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transfor ation from ono frame; or interwtatiye scheme; to another.

The messa "this~ is play" somehow' transforms combat acts into

plan acts. How is this pOssible when it appeafs that the message

--"this-is play" is probabl_toMmunicated by the way that acts of

mock combat are performed? The thaActerizing message may be part

of the mess?..ge it characterizes, thOUgh that State of affairs

violates both logic and co fnon sense.

Bateson argues that a message such as "this is play" is con-

ceptually problematic because it i!)C-ctipiOS a higher level of con-

ceptual abstraction than do-individualmOVOS in the combat or

mock combat. The'term "Ttvel of abstraction" springs'froM Rus-
. i

sell's theory of description, and refers to the tenet of logic.

that a descriptive characterizer cannot be conceptualized as be-

ihg part of the same set as those items it

example of this principle, consider the set of number 1,

racterizes. As an

3. Each of these numbers belongs to the

and

i'bu6the conceptual

entity that is the set itself cannot'belOng to--the set. The

characterizer of the set can erye as an operator-thanger for mem-,
. .

ber8 of the set but it cannot be parts- of it. .Why is this: alogical

problem? Consider the message "this ds play" which must be shared

by animals in order to coordinate their interactions.- This mes-
,

sage is a characterizey, and individual moves in die mock- combat

(say nips and growls) are members of the set characterized. The

characterizer ("this is play") is of a different logical -level

than the nips and gtowl. Yet its meaning-functiOn must merge

within the same space =time situation. The message "this is play"
4
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must be signaled i_hsome way within the set of messages it Charac-

terizes -that is impossible ,in terms of Yogic.

How does it happen? Hateson speculates that "this is play"

emerges as a frame; or set of premises that characte ize the event.

cTo summarize; fraMing iS 'a communicative transformation 6f one

kindbi event into a related event': Combat to play, praise to kid-.

ding or,irony, --__----.

Gbffman (197,i) attempti to groynd a set of analyses-Up-Oh
*

thutePon's-potions -of frame ansi transformation: Goffman notes

)inumerous examples ofli frame-relev nt communication in everyday.:
.. .

affairs; including use of direct, quotes; use of vocal intonations

to indicate kidding; and many others; He'lises the term key to

refer to a qualifying 4message that signals the presence of :a

frame.: Keys are messages about the frame i which a strip (group

ofpiessages)is-tobetakedeys perform tradsf ationS of one .

strip of events into related sets. of eventst6,1_they bear

structural similarity; For exampte a sentence is transformed in

to a direct quote by the use ci,f quotation marks. A statement may
'4A

be transformed into an ironic tease by use of vocal intonation.

A bite is Somehow transformed from combat ,c)' play. In many cases;'
A

the keys maybe difficult or even impossible to spet'. They may

not even be physically present -(Flopper;.in press).

The important part of this excursion into metaas-transfOrffia=

tion :is that keys are within-yet-conceptually ditinct,from other-.

message units; They act to characterize entire strips of inter-

action; Communicators do nbt'usually have conscious urstanding

11
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fc: /
Of this interactive prooerty: put, children learn to do it==t

p. 10"

treat messages as transformed-modiqie -framed_by meta-mes;aes.-

frames.It is" possible to delineatveral maAr/typ6

These include (1) quoting, (2):trocedural, (3) play, )'humor,

(5) deception; (6,-,) argument! and (7)- relationship. Evidence

called from the literature regarding the emergence cPf:hese vari-

ous types of frames is discussed below.

Quoting. Bates describes the early;stages of framing quoted

language; Drawing from her data on two Italianchildren Claudia

(C) and Francesco (F), she discusses hoW children °learn to. ex-

plicitIY refer to the speech, act itself. To make this point,.

she uses several examples of quoting which show a'aevelopmental

pattern.

Even prior to seeing extiMples

a precursory form of quoting emerges

1

quoting in cZldren's speech,

in the context of adult -Child

discourse. In this case, the adult might asiWqlow does a doggie

go?", to which a chili might )end; "Woof-woof." The earliest

examples of quoting in Claudia's speech describe-.4 nonlinguistic_
°

sounds (often of animals) Using the verb "to Oo" ("fare" in

Italian) in order to quote thevocal performance. For example:

Cl; 10: They were [doing] "cu-curf (p.

Cl; The lf's mommy goes 'mutIP-(p... 138).

C2; 22':' The dog goes "baU-baubau." 'This one goes

"be,h-bql(p, 8)

Claudia also becaoe'se ewhat obsessed with what may or may, . ..
_ ,.. '_ . 4.'

-liot._be said, In this .contest, embedded rather than direct quotes.
i
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C(between

C2; 0; 22:

p. 11'

One doesn't say "attipiddhia"

138).

;4 an& 26 -:, Daddy said that one dOeSn't say

"accipicchia" and ono says "Look

at that" (p. 139).

At around this same age; Claudia began using dire-et
. quotes for

Chatatter lines from fairy tales, e.g.,

C2) 4 10: Fulmine says "Can I come and Sing too" p. 139)..

Francesco also began quoting by using the Italian,Verb "to do;"
ee

but quickly moved to explicit veflos' of-saying. There was for some

time a concern with permissable-expreSsien, bUt not to the extent

.= witnessed data. FranceSte alStirecOunted

fairy tales and used direct quoting of characters; lines.

Procedural Frames: Many utterances in a conversation add41;

nothing.new to the topic. -Instead, they are procedural; serving

the sole function of maintaining a communication channel betweenl

conversational participants. Tieso utterances ha ben Various-
L

ly labelled as phatic (8runer, 1975), housekeeping tahageMen

moves (Weiner & Goodenough 1977), conversations deViteS (Dore;

1977); and:proceduraI moveSjWeels,& Ferrier, 1976). PrededuraI

Moves include devices for initiating, maintaining, and ending

-conversations: They also include mectfaniSms for repair when there

is some kind of communication failure. Their metafunp-bh is to

)( Signal messages such as "Let's have a conversation," "I'm still

listening; keep going," and "Let's end our talking."
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Messages can take on a different character and thus inter-

2

pretation depending upon which part of a conversation they are

framed .in; For example, the utterance, fi'Let's plan to get
4.4

together for lunch;" will likely be treated as-a sincere request.,

if it occurs in the opening stages of a conversation; The par=

ticipants likely_follow up with an attempt\to find .a mutually

open date for having lunch together. However, When conversation

closing hasre n framed4 this same message will be interpreted

more broadly as meaning something to the effebt of "It's been

nice chatting with you; We'll have to do it..again sometime:"

Within a conversation many procedural devices signal meta - messages

such as "I'm still listening and interested,. keep going," "I
A _

didn't quite understand or hear you," A4L "It's your or my turn to

talk now."

To date, research reggrding the development of procedural

moves has focused primarily on those devices aimea at maintaining

the conversational flow: The means which young children use to ful-

fill conversational obligations wereaddressed_b_y/Corsaro (1977)

and Donahue (1977). -ChiIdrenIearn at a very early age that ut-

terances such as "um=hmm, "yeah," etc; serve to fulfil their re-

sponse obligation: Duncan (1972) referred to such procedural

moves as back channel responses: Both Corsaro (1977) and Donahue

(1Y'77) ind6pendentIy noted that children most frequently provide

such responses following adult: questions:(including any utterance

with rising intonation contour): While adult questions often

superficially appeal to function as requests for 'information' (and

14
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a'ohild's,response may as such be considered toobe providing re-
,

quested information), Ervin-Tripp & Miller (1977) discuss how,the

"facade of inf6rmationi exchange is used for other purpose§" (p.

15). Among these is maintaining discourse: Indeed, Corsaro s g-

gests that adults employ question asking strategies mainly as a

device for maintaining a conversation.

While questions explicitly require a response from a con-

versational partner, Keenan (1974) points out that even comments

lead to an anticipation; and thus an implicit obligation, for

response. An awareness of this less explicit conversational ob-
_ _

ligation emerges tater than an awareness that questions require

responses. However, even by age 2:9; Keenan's twin boys demon-

strated remarkable proficiency regarding this particular conversa-

tional expectation. ; Out of 76 conversational turns in their dia.--;

f

logue containing comments, only three received no verbal acknowl-

edgment. Van Kleeck (1980b) found that while three year old,

children more frequently responded to questions than to comments;

they were more likely to offer additional information in their

responses to comments. Thus it appears that question forms are

more likely to elicit b-ack-channel

swnses from children.

An even later development in conversational turn taking involves

purely procedural type re==

Self-selection as next speakeri

utterances which refer only 4rOirectly t

This is often achieved through

preceding discourse. Bates

(1976) cites as an example of such an opaning'gambit the use of0 ;

"Yes; but..." to introduce self 4s. speaker (11 122).



Less investigation has focused on children's ability to open

and close conversations. In his study of preschool children,

Corsaro (reported in Cook-Gumperz & Gumperz; 1978) did note that

Children frequently employ both verbal and nonverbal strategies

in order_ initiate or gain entrance into play. Leave-taking on

14

the- other hand, is often.unmarked, at least verbally. Children

will simply walk.awa. Ttle extent to which this pattern holds up

for entering and leading conversations remains to be determined.

The ability to make corrections in ongoing discourse has also

been addressed from "a developmental perspective; Gallagher (1977)

demonstrated that even in the earliest stages of language acquisition,,

childienwere able to respond to a liStener asking "what?" by either

repeating or,attempting to make revisions in their speech. Less is

known about how children handle conversational violations such as

:interruptions; although Bates (1976) provides an example froth' her

data on Italian childrefl At age 2;0;7,, Cta is became quite con-
_

cerned2 with being interrupted; In one conversation; she let this

be known by saying "Big talker; which is loosely translatable
.

_

as "chatterbox" or "big mouth" (p; 138);

Play. Analogous to the zoo animals' ability to communicate the
.7

-distinction between mock:and real combat; young children often frame

play to distinguish it from nonplay; As Garvey (1976) notes "the

reality-p]ay distinction appears to be Qssentiai to interpreting the
k

partner's gesture in =terms of its p imary meaning- r its non - literal

4
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meaning;,, Both:Partners must recogniZe that the state of

obtains in order to interpret and Correctly respond to= the ailier44]

behaviour" (p. 576);

Garvey notes .fromper datd.On the social: play of 33/4 to 5*

year-old age-matched dyads that "Ofteh the state of play was

explicitly bounded" (p. 5760. In Other words; the key (to 1:1'Se
_

Goffman'S term) was a linguistic message: Often the state of

play was keyed 1)57 an utteranCe'COntaining the word "pretend."

'Garvey gives the example; "Pretend.YOU :call-ed me on the telephoneq,

(p. 476); In other cases; the state of play was signalled by

explicit roBe assignment; 'as in "I'll be-the mommy and you be the

daddy, 0.K.?" (p. 576); During the play episode; the children in

Garvey'sstudy Periodically tested tO determine whether the play

'frame was still operating; As Garvey explains; testing the main-

tenance of the play brient,,ation "appeared to be a relevant factor

in the attitude or alignment taken; not only to objects, but to
a

the behaviour of the Partner; WhOSe definition of the situation is

_A

critical to the continuing interchange" -(p. 576-577).

Garvey found that ohditig8 for the playframe.were reached by
o;

tacit mutual agreement or again:by explicit utterances such as "I'm

not playihg anymore" (p. 576). The fact that the children were
______

able to end an,epiSeide by tacit agreement indicates that these ,

children Were alteady managing transformations either via more

Subtle nonlinguistic messages or without any physically observable

message at all.

Viat ftdttiihg constitutes a. very important part of play was

draMatieally illtiatod in the study Of a 5A- year-bid bpy Jamie

(Martlew, Connelly; & McCleod, 1978). These investigators observed
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the I:knguage. accompanYing Jamie's play in three contexts; (1) play-

ing alone, (2) playing ith a peer, and (3) playing with his mother,

Although not labelled "framing" per se, these authors did note

marked differences in Jamie's n ed to set the scene and elaborate
4

the rules in these Ahree.differ nt contexts.

When alone; Jamie's fantasy play consisted largely of dramatic

dialogue. There were very few explicit frame markers -(keys) or;

in the authors' terms, there were few."ongoing accounts about the

situation as a form of stage direction" (p. 94). Indeed; there
,

was no need for scene-setting instructions in this situation since

there was no one -with whom to seek alignment. Jamie had total

control over the frame; no negotiation was required. He could

- change the setting; etc., without having to give explanations; in-

structions, or scene setting descriptions,.

In the peer play situation, maintaining the fantasy play frame

required, as Garvey also noted, both mutual recognition and acceD-
.

)tance. This necessitated frequent story recapitulations and scene

setting: Not only need the scene be set, but it must be done

jointly. As such the participants had to give More ongoing ac-

counts and explanations of events leading up to a scene. Some-

times; agreement regarding the fantasy frame was not reached. "In

fact, play episodes were o terminated because one partner would

not accept the prevailing "rules ;" as the following example illus-

trates:

16



p. 17

Look that coach comes -along here you -know.
Friend. No but--I know7-but this car knows this, so robbers=
Jamie. No it's not.
Friend. No it says yes 'cos don't forget there's no coaches

or buses travelling.
Jamie. There is.
Friend. There's not'.
Jamie. I don't care the game doesn't have to be 'the sarne4

as anything. .

Friend. Well it can be. Do it yourself,_
Jamie, I'm_nOt; going to play with you then.
Friend. You're:notto.
Jamie. All right then, shoo. Have all your stuff;

Very interestingly, Jamie's interactions with his mother were

different from his peer play in the sense that elaborate fantasy

play was lacking. In contrast to this play framing in peer con-

versation, adult-child pl I did nqt use the context and toys A
,4?

"springboard for fantasy" (pi. 07). Rather: talk had More of

teacher/pupil :quality. The ontext toys were used as .teaching

materials; Their properties were discussed and relationships explored;

Jamie's differentiated use of frames in varying social_con-

texts underscores his understanding of_their social function. He

understood that tr,ansformdtions need to be explicitly encoded only
_

n social interactions. Witness the lack of 'explicit keys-in his
-.-

solitary play; Furthermore, he realized that certain transforma-

tions were acceptable only with cerfain_partners Mothers will not
.

enter the elaborate fantasy world one tan.shate with peers.

Humor. Another frame mentioned-by Goffman disinguishe be
_

tween kidding or humor and seriously intended discourse. An An-

teresting developmq:ntal trend regarding or such typeof frame was

noted by Sutton-Smith (1977). AlthOugh he did not use GoffmaWs

teminology, Sutton-Smith in e-ffeet noted that in learning to tell

riddleSi children four or five year old give evidence of leahing

fiIn
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the,correct.keys before they are aware 46f the exact nature iof the

frame content. That is; children at this age know the format for

the riddle teIling--that there is a question; an answer, and then

laughter. They had not yet learneld that a riddle required some

expectancy violation in or be c6nsiaerecla riddle. And so;

as many parents are well'awaTe; the child of this age is delighted

.at aiking questions and giving literal or meaningless answers, and

laughing propi ely.t Unknown to the'chiId; the parent's' laughter

2
is 6ften in response/not to the child's riddle, but to the fact

1/
' ithat the child has learned the frame but has not yet mastered the

f
content of riddles.

ee

-\\

Much'oIder chirtren, usually some time` during adolescence;

find it extremely amusing to consciously violate the expected

rile content. A-.3uch, absurd riddles such as the elephant genre

become popular for this age group.

Deception. Deception is a frame which differs from others

in that it is'the speaker%s hope that the, frame is not detected.

DeVilliers and deVilliers (1978) suggest that b cumin g a good liar

requires several impressive communication skills. According to

these authors, "the liar cannot be bound,by circumstances or s/he

Would uncontrollably blurt out the truth. S/he must -be aware of

what information would best convince his listener; and even the

style to adopt to convey it most effectively" fjpo

While thedeveIopmdht of deception has n been the focus of

a great deal of study, the deVilliers do su st that there,may

be several "immature" or ineffective forms of lYi.0,s before mastery

)

achieved.. Even a two year old will change her or hiS story 4hen

20



ekTitlot

the adult's tone of4voice indi ates the she or he 4as donelsome-
(

thing puniShable. The midstream change of stance clearly frames.;}

the utterance for the listener ag an attempt at deception; The

deVilliers al-o noted how older children will frame falsehoods by

offering unsoliciteAd information; as in running up to a parent and

Saying, for no apparent reason; "I didn't break the laitp." In the
(-4

course ofdevelOpment, children eventually become sophisticated

enough to not key their deceptiln.
k

Argument. :While an entire inter-action mayln fact take place

in.an argument framework, it s also possible to tiariform a friendly

'conversation into an argument and eventually back into a friendly

or at least neutral'conversation.

Brenneis and Lein (1977) observed the role-play arguments of

titthirq, and fourth graders in order to determine the struc-
_

_ .

ural rules and strategies children employ in argument discourse.

They, isolated four stylistic tactics used in dispute. In'Goffmr's

terms, we ight refer to these as paralinguistic keys; They were

volume escalation, sieed acceleration, stress emphasis, and intona-

tion exp.ggeration. Also, within- the argument; these authors
,

an argument con-found that the structure used at the beginning

strained the linguistic form of the.rest of the argument sequence:
_

thi,gAway,..the person who began the argument has the advantage .

Of being able to*controI; albeit probabilistically;, the course of

the ensuing argument: For example: insults usually led either to

=

an insult or a\denial. Imperatives .usually 16A only to denials;
N

It .t8 -these formal devices, ghen,_divorced from any particular

2
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message, content, that .an in part determine Q digections, an argu-

(J.

ment will tike. (

Telationship framing. A number of writers have suggested that

some mexcOmmunication serves aS a control mechanism for the management
.

of human relationships. To the extent that this occurs, relatidnal

framing procedures must be learned and used_ ruesch and 11teSon

(1951) refer to report aind :command aspects of communication;
4

Watzlawick, Beayin, and 'Jackson (1'967) distinguish content and'

rylationship communication: These,=distinctions refer to communica-

tors being able to use utterances to characterize and influence
L,. 4

the coursof,relationships along the dimensions of power (dominance/
-

submission) and affect (love /hate). Indicationsthat children

are developing an ability to frame Vie roplati.Onal aspects of

'couiersation would correspondingly

)ik;) zof these dimensions;

11 along the continua of either

Regarding the power dimension of relationship framing; ex-

presions of dominance and submission such as giving commands and

ol:;eying, answering or efusing tb:answer questions, and use of
.0'W !

pronouns of power and solidarity may each exhipit its unique
b

,..7.
.

developmental history- Alternatively,' these hems and others- may_ .

cluster together within one leveIoillientIa proces Regarding
-.

affect_eimensions of relationships; one is struck by children's
5

frequent 'explicit encoding of affect term_ s: "Be my best friend,"

"Giye me your bear or you cannot come to my party," kill you"

or "Kathy is my second-best friend."

There is little literlitture that: explicitly addresses rela
.;

tidta dimensions of communicative development, and our

22



'speculations here are limited to thefpower/dominance aspect:of
.

relationship; Pa cularly, we note some developmentaltynds in

two patterns somewhat universally-useful for interpreting dominance

and submission: 'Symmetry 1^nit Alternation. Symmetry involves

the equal sharing of-conversationall'resour .Lassymetry the un-

equal sharing. The general proposition most supported by the

literature is that dominant messages lead to submiSsive.me, ages

from the other and that submisston leads to, dominance (assymmetry
;

Alternation refers to the use of partici?lar forms to signal

status, especially when. those forms are used on some occasions

and not on others; We discuss each of these briefly to terms of

developmental literature;

Symmetry of usage patterns (or assymmetry) in a dyad often

serve as strategic framing devices--keys) Of pOwer nd dominance

(Watzlawick; Beavin, and Jackson; 19671. A number of investiga-
,4

:tors have noted that conversation in children's peer dyads YS

characterized by_,ymmetry (Lougee; Grueneich & Hartup; 1977; Van

Kleeck & Cooper; 1980). Since there are far more questions asked

by the adult participants in adult child dyadic communiCation;

these conversations are characterized by
Ii or

assymetry (Van Kleeck;

1980b; Malzone & Parker; 1979).

In this context; it is interesting to examine the responses

of a 5 1/2 year-old to'adult and child questions (Martlewet a.;

1978); The child; Jamie; showed evidence Or contextual( sensitivify

to status in this regard. He answered his mother's qu Lions

straightforwardly and without d4fficUlty; indicating that he was

7 willing to allow this verbal control over the situation. He



asked his mother few questions. By contrast, in conversation With

apeer, Jamie:asked as many questions as the other child, and did

not always chooSe

Alternatibm nvolves the Use Of different syntactic forms

to convey social meaning. The power dimension of relationships

is often subtlety framed by the prosodic; phonologic, and/or symta,ctit-
.

to ans\ver those asked by-the other child. '

.1

form
p._,____--

s a speakeik chooses. The linguistic encoding of sex-4role
.

\
stereotypes provides a compellinetxample. The cultural Steeo7

t of the female as tending to,be-more powerless, lacking in

col-Fiction, and polite than the ma el each have their counterparts'

in the choice of language forms, Females are polite, therefore

they don't swear. Their weakness might be conveyed in their use

of trivializing adjectives. A lackj6f conviction is red..etie-ci in

tag questions4which seek confirmation of thOught or feeling expressed.

The male stereotype, on the other hand, suggests strengthi:

fidence and conviction, Linguistically the mate can express an

or meanness by using profanity. jie can speak directly. Both a

speaker's use of and a.list-4ner's interpretation of 'these language

forms serves to frame the power position of the exes in ongoing
-

discourse (Lakoff, 1975).

The ability of 4 to 7 year-old children to alternate the

content, style, and pronunciation of their languzige when rele-
,

\playing- father versus a mether'was demonstrated by Andersen (1977)..

When enacting the father's role, the propositional content of the

children's talk centered on business oriented issues. The style

of speech was straightforward, unqualified, and forceful. In

24



'assuming the

around issues of family care. The style was more talkative,

qualified, and The pronunciation

p 23

her role,: the prOpositional: content revolved

talk forms.

softer. contained more .baby

While the foregoing discussion .has categorized2thevarious

types of as lf:theY were mutually .exclusive; is iMportant
.

to note that frames may Sometmes.:occur ?imultaneOdsly One
V .

clear. example of this occurs inthentext of. role - playing = :Here
.

, ..

children are simultaneously operating.within a fantasy frame and;'
_ _ .

' 1-

.. _. , ,

-,..

a quoting frame,` since they are . taking on the Vaiees,- mannerisms,,

-_. .
.---.- . .

.etc. of the figure they are assuming. Hates "(.1976) provides a

'''.

more subtleSubtle example (A intultaneOUS.0:4Mjpg:. -At age 2;0;22,. Claudia
i.

.
.._ _ -, - ,

states; ."Lie. What are you saying, 'WOMMYIip: -You're Saying

lie" (p., 138). Here Claudia is exhibiting relationShip frami,

since to-call someone a liar presupposes a certai-n-status position

enabling such an accusation. At the same.time,' Claudia is demorif->

of
strating an explicit judgment of her mother's deception frame.

It may be the case that such simultaneous framing occurs frequently

in ongoing dio.course.

Conclusions

In many respects the development of Metalinguistics and

framing appear to have little in common.. The apparent independence

Of the developmental processes involved in these two Meta- domains .

is perhaps to a large extent an artifact of the type of data-,avail-

able for each. Metalinguisties has been the more intensely re-
,

searched area. Data sources have involved Instances orchilgren's
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-spontaneous talk :about some language as well:as

.mental studied in which children have been explicitly asked to
\

think about and 'often to judge some aSpe6t of jangu:age;

On the other hand, framing,has rarely, been conceived, of as'a,

.metacommuniCative3skill in the develdpniental literattire.(bUtsee

Cook7Gumperz & Gumperz, 1978). In our attempt to apply this no-
,

tion to the developinent of metaconimunication, we have culled evi=
e

denee from a Wide variety of sources: Indeed; Ihere had been,

direct attetnpt.-to stud this PhehoMenonjat.least not starting

from a theoretiaal perspective of fram ng. As slehi nearly all

no

-the-data corresponds to the spontan ous- talk data available re-.

gardin The oneeception to hisisHg-metalinguisti0 deveIvnign x t

restudy which lOoked, cbildre judgments of 'one aspedt
,

rjning; %This -StUdy sUgAests:tha cognitive strate-
,

_

gies may be operatingin the development of both types of meta-
,

communication discussed in this paper:. This study; which addressed
k

,childrem's judgments of the alternation which occurs in female:

versus male talk, is-discussed below and,related to similar judg7.

merit studies

Edelsky

regarding metaIinguistics.

studied developmental changes in judgments of

sex attrjbu es of 1 guistic features y first; third and sixth

graders. 4e first graders wer much attuned to they meaning

rather-than thVform of the sentences presented; although they did

consistently attribute swearing)to males. The -,extent-to.which this

strategy was operating WIIrs,evjdenced when even nonsense sentences 0

23



P. 5

were responded -to on the.basis of the message meaning. "The wik

slupped my damn flip" was attributed to women by some children

who explained that women'"wtk" more,than men. Even though the

first graders alreActy demonstrated a stereotype that men swear,

.they were swayed by message content when the swearing form con-

flicted with it. Thus, "Damn it, get me that perfpme" was attrib-

uted to wOMen.

By the third grade, p items that adults agreed were un-

:equivocally female, form and not message content was responded to

in making the linguistic sex -role judgm nts. However, where

adults had less agi.eement that a lingui tic form typified female-

ness adverbs and tag questions), the gird garders responded

on the basis of message content or claimed the form was sexually

neutral. It ,seems, then, that the strength of cultural sex-

typing influenced the developmental order in which children were

capable of judging the sentences. The instability of newly

acquired linguistic form strategy was demonstrated by the follow-

ing response given by one third grader.

Examiner: Who's s "Won't you pretty please hand me
the h er?"

Child: The lady.
Examiner: Why?.

Cause of "pretty please.
Examiner: How about "Won't you pretty please hand me the

baseball uniform?"
Child: Maybe a boy.
Examiner: Why? -
Child: Cause of "baseball uniform."

By the sixth grade, form was Consistently used in making

sex-role judgments. In fact, the sixth graders response closely

resembled those of the adults in Edelsky's study.

27
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Children's strategies for sociolinguistic judgments regarding

the? correspondence of linguistic forms to sex-role_tYping in many

ways parallelS their motalinguistic judgments of lingUiStic form.

In both cases; preoperational children (making the assumption that

the first graders in Edelsky'S study were still in the preopera-

tional Stage or just making the transition to concrete operations)

were prithatily focused on the meaning of messages and not the

form used to convey that meaning.' Later in deVelopthent, children

are able to perform parallel processing of semantics a d form in

both types of tasks.

BeSide8 being able to judge sex-related altetnatibni the
A

development of-children's use of syntactic alternation in their

own speedh has been discussed by Bates (1976). BateS suggests

that children become able to use various' syntactic forms for the

sae communicative function by the age of 3i to 4 years. It i8

only by ago seven or eight, however, that children begin to demon-.

strate skill in simultaneously manipulating both syntactic form

and message content to achieve communicative goals. At this point,

they can persuade and deceive; Here, again, we see a likely develop-

mental difference in metacommunicative skill betWeen preoperational

and concrete operational children. The younger children normally

process semantically, but may focus on form alone in certain cir-

cumstances. By contrast, concrete operational children can manipu-

late two aspects of the linguist code simultaneously. The above

examples of aNternation represent receptive processing .- Future

re-searchers may profitably test the speculation8 here with produc-

tibn of such examples of alternation on terms of address and other

expressions of power and deference.
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